
A company with a great future
Globachem offers you an interesting job with real responsibilities in a growing and financially 
healthy family business with a great future ahead. You can grow along with the organization, build 
further expertise and shape your career yourself. The necessary training and introduction are 
provided. You are part of a young and enthusiastic team.  You can count on an attractive 
remuneration package which contains an interesting set of fringe benefits (meal vouchers 
hospitalization/ group insurance, flexible income-plan, …).

How to apply?
Send your CV and motivation letter to vacatures@globachem.com

The growth story of Globachem started in 2000 in Sint-Truiden as a dynamic family business. 
Our focus? Innovation and internationalization! Young, generic resources, new applications and 
formulas ... We have been focusing on this for almost 20 years. With success, because we can call 
ourselves an important European player with a turnover of more than € 150 million. Globachem 
helps farmers and horticulturists protect their crops through an extensive range of generic and 
internally developed plant protection products. This way we contribute to safe food production 
for the growing world population with the lowest possible ecological footprint. We therefore 
have an excellent reputation with both our customers and our employees. To continue building 
the Globachem future, we are now looking for a:

Biological Assessment Officer
Regulatory affairs Crop protection 
 
A challenging job content Accurate, analytical and well organized?

• You are part of the Product Development department  
   that is in charge of developing new crop protection  
   products. These products can only enter the market  
   after approval of the registration dossier by the  
   concerned authorities. These dossiers contain a  
   chapter on the efficacy, also called the ‘Biological  
   Assessment Dossier (BAD)’. Based on the results form  
   field trials with our products in various countries, the  
   product claims and use patterns are underpinned in a  
   solid way.  
• You are in charge of analyzing and assessing the trials  
   and to summarize the results in order to underpin the  
   claims on the product label. You are able to evaluate  
   these summaries to identify possible data gaps that  
   need to be resolved within the BAD. You assist the  
   process of outsourcing field trials to various countries  
   and you help answering questions from authorities  
   arising from their evaluation of the dossier. 
• You work closely with your colleagues of Product  
   Development and registrations. You report to the head 
   of Product Development. You are willing to help  
   colleagues with other tasks in order to meet a certain  
   deadline.

• You hold a Master's degree in bio-engineer or  
   equivalent. 
• You are passionate about the plant and agricultural  
   world and have a good understanding of agriculture  
   and crop protection. 
• You enjoy using your analytical, scientific mind in  
   researching legislation, markets and studies and  
   making applications with added value. 
• You work methodically and accurately, you have  
   project management qualities. You are a team player  
   and dare to take initiative. 
• You are strong in multitasking, organizing and planning 
   so that you can meet strict deadlines. Dealing with  
   stress situations, such as unexpectedly short  
   deadlines, is no problem for you. 
• Your written and spoken English is excellent.  
   Knowledge of other languages is a plus. 
• You have a good knowledge of Microsoft Word and  
   Excel. Knowledge of ARM software is a plus. 
• You can connect with our Framily values: Fun, Respect, 
   Ambition, teaMwork, Innovation, flexibiLity, familY.




